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Per-vertex vs. per-pixel lighting (1) 
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Per-vertex vs. per-pixel lighting (2) 
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Per-vertex vs. per-pixel lighting (3) 



Adding some test geometry 



Adding a light source 



Boring sphere 



Making a new material 



Choosing a shader 



Importing an RGB(A) texture 



Apply RGB texture to material 



Material inspector display 



Apply material to object 



Turn off built-in lighting 



Game view 
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Ambient light 
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…
 



Comparing scene vs. game view 
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Adjusting the camera 
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Change settings while game runs! 
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(note these changes are not saved) 



Normal mapping 

Drawing from Søren Dreijer, “Bump Mapping Using Cg (3rd Edition),” 
www.blacksmith-studios.dk/projects/downloads/bumpmapping_using_cg.php 
Images from Paul Baker, “Simple Bumpmapping,” 
www.paulsprojects.net/tutorials/simplebump/simplebump.html 



Storing normals in textures 
•  Textures don’t have to store color; we can store 

other things as well, like normals 
–  Use r, g, b components to store, x, y, z of normal 

• Problem: Textures take [0,1] values; normals need 
[-1,1] values 

• Easy solution: “Range Compression” 

colorComponent = 0.5 * normalComponent + 0.5; 
 normalComponent = 2 * (colorComponent - 0.5); 

From “The Cg Tutorial,” p. 202 



Normal mapping example 

Normal map 

From Søren Dreijer, “Bump Mapping Using Cg (3rd Edition),” 
www.blacksmith-studios.dk/projects/downloads/bumpmapping_using_cg.php 



Creating normal map from height field 

• Height field H(u,v) 
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normal =
Hg − Hr,Hg − Ha,1( )
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•  In flat regions, normal is (0,0,1), i.e. pointing “up” 

From “The Cg Tutorial,” p. 203 



Create a normal map 
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Normal map displayed as RGB 
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Apply normal map to material 
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Normal mapping in action 
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Coloring the specular highlights… 
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…makes them stand out 
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Every video game needs barrels! 
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Importing package from the asset store 
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Materials are global! 
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•  Editing a material 
anywhere causes 
every instance of 
that material to 
change 
everywhere 

•  Make duplicate 
materials as 
needed 



C# Script (Setup) 
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C# Script (Updates) 



Diving in 
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Huh? 
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Huh?? 
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Huh??? 
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